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Guillén, màgic in the performance 

space 

Satirical cartoonist, painter and scenographer 

 
A satirical cartoonist, painter and scenographer with a long, rewarding career, Guillén is a 

visual creator serving the performing arts as well as social and political criticism. His 

published press drawings represent a visual chronicle of events in Spain, Catalonia and the 

city of Barcelona from the country’s so-called “transition to democracy” to the present day. 

He has revitalised the language of performance and its components: objects, 

artefacts, costume designs, characterisations, masks and performance space. Contrary to 

the idea of the scenographer as decorator, Guillén strives for the concept of a total work of 

art, in which form, colour, objects, furniture and costumes are transformed according to 

what is demanded by the dramatic performance at any given moment. He also adds manual 

tricks, mechanical or virtual devices that revitalise the stage, impress spectators and create 

a surprisingly magical effect.  

 Guillén innovated the apparatus of theatre by employing Catalonia’s longstanding 

tradition of festivals, which had languished and been neglected during Franco’s regime. 

Like the avant-garde, he returned to origins, opting for innovation and projecting the past 

into the future. Along with popular culture, 20th-century art was one of his most fertile 

sources of inspiration: Picasso, Léger, Schlemmer and the Ballets Suédois. 

The first democratic town councils intended to reclaim the streets as festive spaces 

after Franco’s regime had prohibited and restricted their use. Costumari Català by Joan 

Amades became the original source of a tradition that needed to be decked out with 

modernity. Guillén was an innovator of street theatre, updating the troupes, carnivals and 

figures of traditional interludes.  

 Since 1992, Guillén’s art has been associated with various plays and operas by the 

Comediants theatre company that have toured the world. He has produced a set of pictorial 

work in recent years that reflects the questions raised by the history of art of all times. 

 

    Pilar Parcerisas 
                                                                                           Exhibition curator 
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«The best way to combat the regime was to use its weapons: the post-war iconography 

that we had been forced to suckle on unconsciously, 

from the fascists of Roberto Alcázar y Pedrín to Guerrero del Antifaz, 

and including the collections of Florita and Azucena.» 

 
Joan J. Guillén 

 
 

 

1. Satirical cartooinst 
 

He joined Tele/eXpres as a contributor in 1969 and its director, Manuel Ibáñez Escofet, 

allowed him to create a “topical comic strip”. Guillén thus began a career as a graphic 

journalist in which drawing replaced photography and words. He tackled national and 

international current affairs at a time when Franco’s regime was collapsing and the battle for 

freedom of expression was in full swing, and he employed a sense of humour to ridicule the 

figures of the regime and become a vital political illustrator. He also took up the tradition of 

19th-century satirical cartoons, adding a grotesque vision to his work and differentiating 

criticism from mere jokes. His drawings are a historical portrait of the break with Franco’s 

regime, the arrival of democracy in Spain, the relationship between Catalonia and the 

Spanish state and also Catalan and Barcelona politics. Notable among these were his front 

and back covers for the satirical magazine Por favor, his contributions to the magazines La 

calle, Muchas gracias and El Món, and also to newspapers such as Diari de Barcelona, El 

Periódico, La Vanguardia and Catalunya Plural. Guillén’s satirical cartoons represent a 

visual chronicle from Spain’s so-called “transition to democracy” to the present day. 

 

 
«Microclip» 

 
TV3 was founded in 1983 and a year later, in 1984, Salvador Alsius incorporated Guillén’s 

“Microclip” into its midday news programme. Guillén produced two “cartoons” a week until 1988. 

After that, he continued for a while in TVE with his “Microclips”, an artisanal work that involved 

more than twenty hours of labour. It was a pioneering electronic cartoon experience that aimed 

to be innovative, a graphic use of computer technology in the news programmes of TV3 that 

became a first in Europe. 
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2. Creating a performance language 
 

Between 1972 and 1980, Guillén sought to revitalise theatrical language and shunned 

scenography as decoration to discover his own conception of the performance space. The 

memory of a family chest of drawers ushered in the creation of a transformable stage 

artefact. This chest of drawers can be found in his final work at the Institut del Teatre: Ubú, 

rei (1973). Chests of drawers, containers or wardrobes, as in L’Espantu (1979), are pieces 

of furniture that were now transformed into artefacts of a performance space that had 

become modular. His first professional work in Una guerra en cada esquina (1972) was the 

driving force behind the mask. Very soon, costumes, alongside the mask, helped him to 

create characters, and the incorporation of mechanical or sculptural devices allowed him to 

create animals, monsters or disturbing elements on stage. This process was accompanied 

by discussions with Fabià Puigserver at the Institut del Teatre. 

 

 
The chest of drawers 

 
In the beginning, it was a chest of drawers. A remembered drawing bears witness to this 
piece of furniture, present in Guillén’s childhood and featured in his performance spaces for 
plays and operas. A chest of drawers is a box of surprises that reveals the imagination of 
the scenographer to deploy the concept of performance transformation. A chest of drawers 
that can turn into a boat, a carriage, a seat, a staircase or a stage. It appeared for the first 
time in Ubú, rei in 1973. Together with other pieces of furniture, such as a wardrobe, a 
container or a piano, it establishes a model of scenography that constantly moves and 
evolves. 

 

El cuadrado de astromelias, 1973 
Texts: Guillermo Henríquez 
Company: Gogo, Teatro Experimental Independiente 
Institute of North American Studies, Barcelona 
Direction: Joan-Manuel Gisbert 
Performance spaces: Guillén 
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Los forjadores de imperio, 1974 
Texts: Boris Vian 
Company: Gogo, Teatro Experimental Independiente 
Institute of North American Studies, Barcelona 
Direction: Joan-Manuel Gisbert 
Performance space and characterisation: Guillén 
 
Escola de bufons, 1975 
Texts: Michel de Ghelderode 
Direction: Pere Planella 
Costumes: Fabià Puigserver 
Make-up: Guillén 
 
L’Odissea, 1979 
Company: Els Joglars 
Auditori de Palma de Mallorca 
Direction: Domènech Reixach and Albert Boadella 
Scenography: Guillén 
 
Les balades de Villon, 1978 
Texts: François Villon 
Sala Villarroel, Barcelona 
Direction: Feliu Formosa 
Performance space, costumes and masks: Guillén 
 
No te n’oblidis mai, 1977 
Texts: Peter Nichols 
Teatre Romea, Barcelona 
Company: Teatre Romea 
Direction: J. M. Loperena 
Performance space: Guillén 
 
Ubú, rei, 1973 
Texts: Alfred Jarry 
Institut del Teatre, Barcelona 
Final year work at this institution 
 
Ubú, rei, 1979 
Texts: Alfred Jarry 
Centre Catòlic de Gràcia, Barcelona 
Company: Teatre a l’Escola, 1978-79 campaign 
Direction: Josep Torrents and Jaume Nadal 
Performance space, costumes and masks: Guillén 
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© Guillen, VEGAP, Barcelona, 2021. 
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3. «The streets are ours»: tradition and innovation 

 
A reflection on popular culture and festive identity became a necessity at the end of 

Franco’s dictatorship. A fascination arose for traditional interludes and the revitalisation of 

their figures, such as the eagle, ox, lion, dragon, dwarfs and giants. Barcelona was 

emerging as a creative, cosmopolitan city that aimed to reclaim its collective memory and 

lost freedoms. Guillén echoed this ethnographic research and brought an abstract, cubist 

aesthetic to the streets, far removed from the figurative and baroque naturalism of the 

iconography employed until then. The Visca Picasso! (1981) troupe fully embodied this 

fusion of tradition and innovation. He projected this new concept to the carnivals of the early 

1980s, in which the key element was the mask. Following Fraga Iribarne’s proclamation that 

“The streets are mine!”, the people made “The streets are ours!” their own. Since then, 

more than twenty para-theatrical productions have brought the streets to life with Guillén’s 

designs, which are outstanding for the artefacts and devices that alternate between the 

tradition of popular culture and the avant-garde. 

 
Carnival 

 
The streets had been the setting of “victorious” rituals –military, Falangist, National 
Catholic– where only a few vestiges of duly regulated and controlled traditional culture 
survived. Carnival had naturally disappeared and, with it, the more uninhibited aspects of 
celebration. In 1980, Guillén joined forces with Can Forés, in Gràcia, to set up a mask 
workshop. In 1980, he held an exhibition of his masks and, through Joan Brossa, Josep 
Cardona of El Ingenio joined with his papier-mâché productions. Guillén created a carnival 
iconography based on traditional figures, devils, stars and animals.  

 

Visca Picasso! troupe, 1981 
Ajuntament de Barcelona 
Script, figure design by Picasso and direction: Guillén 
 
L’any festiu procession, 1992 
Expo’92, Seville 
Company: Comediants 
Agosto asador, Novembre, DRAC Primavera, Toro and Sabates dels Reis floats: Guillén 
 
Rosa Sensat troupe, 1995 
Associació de Mestres Rosa Sensat, Barcelona 
Design and production of four figures (Dama Terra, Arribada d’Eol, Follia de foc and 
Ninaigua): Guillén 
Constructed between 1995 and 1998 
Presented at the launches of the corresponding Escoles d’Estiu Rosa Sensat 
Texts: Roser Ros 
 
Street entertainment, 1995 
Port Aventura, Vila-Seca and Salou 
Company: Comediants 
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Direction: Joan Font 
Artefacts, costumes and entertainment elements: Guillén 
 
EuroBasket opening ceremony, 1997 
Pavelló Olímpic, Badalona 
Company: Comediants 
Direction: Joan Font 
Design of costumes and artefacts: Guillén 
 
Countdown to the millennium, 1999 
Intervention on the façade of La Pedrera 
Company: Comediants 
Direction: Joan Font 
Costumes, elements and astrolabe musical artefact: Guillén 
 
Gala for the Max Awards, 1999 
SGAE 
L’Auditori, Barcelona 
Production: Anexa 
Company: Comediants 
Direction: Joan Font 
Scenography and costumes: Guillén 
 
Grec Festival, 2001  
Ajuntament de Barcelona 
Presentation ceremony 
Palau de la Virreina, Barcelona 
Company: Comediants 
Designs: Guillén 
 
Walter Benjamin-Bertolt Brecht, 2018 
Associació Passatges and Ajuntament de Portbou 
Sala la Congesta, Portbou 
Dramatized reading Els nostres cossos ensopeguen amb les paraules, igual que ho fan 
amb les llambordes (Walter Benjamin and Bertolt Brecht: Encuentro en Portbou / Rencontre 
à Portbou), by Maria Maïlat  
Poets: Vicenç Altaión and Carles Duarte 
Performance space: Guillén 
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4. Theatre and opera  
 

As soon as he joined the Institut del Teatre in 1971, Guillén aimed to bring into play all the 

machinery available to the scenographer to bring to the stage the new iconography that he 

had revitalised by returning to traditional culture and folklore. Research into the total work of 

art was underway. The theatre, and later opera, provided him with the opportunity to 

consolidate his own language. Performance space, mask, costumes and artefacts became 

the mainstays of his performance language and these aspects were consolidated in one of 

his early works, L’Espantu (1979), an exercise that clearly fulfilled the objectives he had set, 

as well as in Deixeu-me ser mariner (1983), with its performance space condensed into a 

labyrinthine spiral. Since 1992, when he began collaborating with the Comediants theatre 

company, his designs for plays and operas have travelled all over the world, from China to 

the USA, as well as in various European cities and at the Gran Teatre del Liceu.  

 

L’Espantu, 1979  
Texts: Juli Vallmitjana 
Grup Teatrí, Barcelona 
Direction: Joan and Francesc Castells 
Scenography, masks and costume design: Guillén 
 
This work consolidates some of the objectives that Guillén had set for himself and are 
illustrated by sketches of character masks, characterisations inspired by Nonell’s figures, 
and costume sketches. The transformable wardrobe dominates the stage area. 
 
Picasso Ú, 1980  
Ajuntament de Barcelona, Atarazanas 
Author: Guillén 
Company: Grup Teatrot 
Play: Guillermo Heras (Tábano) and Guillén 
Direction, scenography, costumes and artefacts: Guillén 
 
His first major incursion into the world of Picasso. The masks of El foll, the Menina, a mask 
from Guernica, as well as pencil and gouache drawings, display Guillén’s immersion in the 
life and work of this painter, who had already begun to attract him from a very young age. 
 
El llibre de les bèsties, 1995  
Teatro Romea, Barcelona 
Texts: Ramon Llull 
Company: Comediants 
Direction: Joan Font 
Scenography, costumes and artefacts: Guillén  
 
He consolidates his character design in this work. Particularly notable are his initial 
notebooks, including preparatory notes for the staging, his drawings of the costume 
designs, performance artefacts and, especially, his sketches of characters and symbolic 
fauna, with their costumes and masks. The work is influenced by Catalan Romanesque art.  
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La flauta màgica, 1999 
Gran Teatre del Liceu  
Author: Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
Company: Comediants  
Direction: Joan Font 
Musical direction: Josep Pons 
Scenography, costumes and artefacts: Guillén 
  
An emblematic production in terms of aesthetics, paving the way for international 
performances by the Comediants theatre company and Guillén. Notable for his script of the 
scenography, sketches of the night forest backdrop, designs of magical animals such as the 
ox, ostrich, zebra, camel, lion and crocodile, and drawings of Papageno, Papagena and the 
Queen of the Night, as well as the artefacts and virtual design of the scenography. 
 
Colors, 1999 
Festival de Peralada, Peralada 
Author: Javier Mariscal 
Company: Javier Mariscal 
Set designs and costumes: Guillén, based on drawings by Mariscal 
 
In this collaboration, Guillén transforms Mariscal’s comic characters known as “garriris” into 
three-dimensional theatrical characters and puts his passion and vocation for sculpture to 
work.  
 
Maravillas de Cervantes, 2000  
Compañía Nacional de Teatro Clásico  
Author: Andrés Amorós 
Direction: Joan Font 
Performance space, costumes and devices: Guillén 
 
Comprising five interludes by Cervantes. Guillén creates a container that can be 
transformed into five spaces in which the pieces can be performed. He designed a musical 
figure and various masks in order to show a commedia dell’arte in accordance with the 
Baroque forms of Golden Age theatre. 
 
Bi. Dos mons, dues mirades, 2001 
Century Theatre, Beijing  
Production: Comediants and China Acrobatic Troupe 
Script: Joan Font and Moisès Maicas 
Direction: Joan Font 
Scenography, costumes and artefacts: Guillén 
 
This scenography recreated various authors of the pictorial avant-garde of the 20th century. 
The scaffolding that allowed acrobatics is inspired by Léger, bricklayers dressed in the 
neoplasticist aesthetic of Mondrian, and the clown Monti has various subjects from 
masterpieces of the history of art printed on his costume. 
 
La Cenerentola, 2007 
Co-produced by the Welsh National Opera in Cardiff (2007), Gran Teatre del Liceu (2007) 
and Grand Théâtre de Génève (2008) 
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Premiered at the Houston Grand Opera 
Author: Gioachino Rossini 
Direction: Joan Font 
Scenography, costumes and artefacts: Guillén 
 
This opera is conceived as a space that can be transformed by means of light and the 
translucent materials used. Its fantasy allows Guillén to deploy the magic of all his 
scenographic resources through the rich costumes and artefacts that produce a Fregoli-
style transformation on the stage. 
 
Faust-bal, 2009 
Teatro Real, Madrid 
Opera and music: Leonardo Balada 
Libretto: Fernando Arrabal 
Direction: Joan Font 
Scenography, costumes and artefacts: Guillén. 
 
Noted for his colour studies of the costume designs of the various characters: Margaritos, 
Amazons, seraphim, judges and exiles. The scenographic transformations are at times 
spectacular, such as when the shields of the Margaritos join together to form the different 
sides of a monumental bull.  
 
La italiana en Argel, 2009 
Teatro Real, Madrid  
Direction: Joan Font 
Scenography, costumes and artefacts: Guillén 
 
A work rich in the patterned design of the characters’ items of clothing. Noted for his graphic 
sketches of the corsairs’ wardrobe, sketch of Mustafa and Tiger, as well as the 
monumentality of Kaimakan, composed and conceived through virtual 3D work, a common 
process in scenography over the past few years. 
 
El barbero de Sevilla, 2010 
Co-produced by the Houston Grand Opera (2011), Opéra National de Bordeaux (2012) and 
Opera House of Toronto (2015) 
Performed at the Gran Teatre del Liceu (2014) 
Direction: Joan Font 
Scenography: Guillén.  
 
A piece of furniture –a piano– is the magic box from which the performance transformation 
of the play unfolds. Important for the depictions of the characters, particularly their wigs and 
make-up. 
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5. Guillén the painter 
 

 Attracted by the visual arts in general, despite an initial vocation for sculpture that was 

abundantly displayed in his theatrical career, he has produced a set of pictorial work that 

has become more relevant since 2010. Guillén rereads the history of painting from the 

Golden Age to modernity and the avant-garde, with the figure of Picasso as the keystone. 

He is interested in a series of classic and contemporary painters whom he rereads and 

positions against a new backdrop so that they speak with a different voice. He is interested 

in, among others, Catalan painters such as Nonell and Picasso, whose readings and 

rereadings allow him to access modernity, as well as Renaissance painters such as 

Ghirlandaio and Uccello, Spanish painters such as Velázquez, El Greco, Zurbarán and 

Goya, French painters such as Daumier and Degas, and 20th-century realist painters such 

as Francis Bacon and Balthus. His latest series, Miralls, allows him to position characters in 

three dimensions and achieve that sculptural relief on a two-dimensional surface. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 “Guillén’s drawings possess a pronounced visual culture” 

 
Manuel Vázquez Montalban 
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Play area 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Actors, actresses... on stage! 

 
Joan Josep Guillén’s work is rooted in the traditional theatre forms of the festivals, parades and 
processions that he saw and experienced during his childhood in Manlleu, all of which have a long-
standing tradition in Catalonia. Giants, big heads, troupes and other figures from festive folklore 
were the basis for revitalising the language of the stage. Under this influence, he would design 
costumes in which masks and devices assumed a leading role without concealing their illusory 
nature. Guillén found another source of inspiration in avant-garde theatre and ballet, in which artists 
such as Picasso, Léger and Schlemmer created costumes that radically transformed the human 
body by means of brightly coloured costumes with geometric shapes. 
 
The exhibition Guillén. Magia en el espacio escénico (Guillén: Magic in the Performance Space) 
includes a play area where visitors can pretend to be costume designers and experiment by 
transforming the human body through costumes. Two miniature theatres recreate the sets of the 
plays Bi and The Magic Flute, in which the figures of various characters are positioned and can be 
changed by combining various items of clothing and masks to create the theatrical costumes for 
each play. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Biography 
 

 

Joan Josep Guillén i Zambrano 
(Fuente del Maestre, Extremadura, 1947) 

 
Satirical cartoonist, painter and scenographer. He was born in Extremadura, but at the 
age of eighteen months his parents moved to Manlleu, where he spent his childhood and 
youth. After some graphic work in Manlleu, he moved to Barcelona in 1968 and came into 
contact with the musical and theatrical world of the Cova del Drac music club, where he 
met the members of the Setze Jutges group and various journalists. He began his 
journalistic work in the newspaper Tele/eXpres in 1969 and has published his drawings in 
many publications ever since then: Triunfo, Por favor, Muchas gracias, Presència, Arreu, 
La calle, El Periódico de Catalunya, El Món, Diari de Barcelona, La Vanguardia and 
Catalunya plural, among others. Between 1984 and 1988, he created for TV3, and later 
for TVE Catalunya, a computer animated space in graphic video format that was 
presented as a “Microclip”. 
 
His meeting with Hermann Bonnín helped him to enter the world of theatre in Barcelona in 
the early 1970s. He first became a student at the Institut del Teatre and then a teacher of 
scenography from 1973-74 to 2012. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, he set out to 
revitalise the iconography of street theatre, returning to the tradition of dwarfs, giants, 
troupes, interlude and carnival figures that had been greatly undermined by the Franco 
regime, and he created new modern forms for these traditional figures thanks to the 
impetus of new democratic town councils that aimed to recover traditions by returning to 
their origins.  
 
Barcelona embarked on reclaiming the streets with new dwarfs and giants, as well as a 
new bestiary that the city council commissioned Guillén to create. Guillén formed the 
Visca Picasso! (1981) troupe, which combined tradition and innovation, on the occasion 
of the centenary of the birth of this artist from Málaga. Costumari Català by Joan Amades 
was the reference in terms of tradition, while the historical avant-garde was the link in 
terms of visual modernity, and Lorca the literary inspiration. Likewise, Joan Brossa’s 
performance poetry and his defence of popular culture were beginning to be heard at the 
time, and Guillén took up the gauntlet of this fusion of popular culture and the avant-garde 
that was being demanded in the 1970s. 
 
His scenography since 1992 has been associated with the Comediants theatre company, 
with which he has created the sets, costumes and artefacts for various plays, operas and 
para-theatrical shows. Most of these operas have been performed in major theatres 
around the world.  
 
He has won several major awards, such as the City of Barcelona Prize in 1983, for his 
drawings in El Món and La Vanguardia, and in 1985 for his innovative contribution to 
journalistic drawing with his “Microclip” for TV3. He was awarded the Gold Medal for 
Costume Design at the 9th Prague Quadrennial of Performance Design and Space 
(1999), as well as the CONCA National Culture Award (2016) for his artistic career. 
 


